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An elegant and general way to apply graph partitioning algorithms to hypergraphs
would be to model hypergraphs by graphs and apply the graph algorithms to these
models Of course such models have to simulate the given hypergraphs with respect
to their cut properties
An edgeweighted graph V E is a cutmodel for an edgeweighted hypergraph VH
if the weight of the edges cut by any bipartition of V in the graph is the same as the
weight of the hyperedges cut by the same bipartition in the hypergraph We show
that there is no cutmodel in general
Next we examine whether the addition of dummy vertices helps An edgeweighted
graph V  DE is a mincutmodel for an edgeweighted hypergraph VH if the
weight of the hyperedges cut by a bipartition of the hypergraphs vertices is the same
as the weight of a minimum cut separating the two parts in the graph We construct
such models using positive and negative weights On the other hand we show that
there is no mincutmodel in general if only positive weights are allowed
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  Introduction
The layout of circuits on chips or printed circuit boards is typically done via a
divideandconquer approach Usually the circuit is described as a list of small
circuit elements and a netlist where each net consists of a set of elements that have
to be connected electrically 	cf 
 
 As this is mathematically just a hypergraph
the dividestep can be described as the problem to nd a cut ie to partition the
vertex set of a hypergraph with minimum cut weight
A lot of the existing partitioning algorithms are either developed only for ordinary
graphs 	eg 
 or work much faster on them 	eg 
 The bifurcator layout concept
of 
 is developed only for ordinary graphs too
An elegant and general way to apply graph partitioning algorithms to hyper
graphs would be to model hypergraphs by graphs and apply the graph algorithms
to these models as suggested in 
 chapter  Of course such models have to
simulate the given hypergraphs with respect to their cut properties
We are given hypergraphs with positive weights on their hyperedges We are
looking for graphs modeling them which in the most general case may have addi
tional vertices and positive and negative weights on their edges For technical reasons
we allow zero weight edges and always assume the model graphs to be complete
We also discuss restrictions to the original vertex set or to nonnegative weights
Since we are not interested in modeling just a certain specic hypergraph but
in a method to model hypergraphs in general it suces to examine the existence of
models for hypergraphs consisting of just a single unit weight hyperedge If there are
such models we can construct a model for an arbitrary positive weighted hypergraph
by multiplying the edge weights by appropriate factors and putting together the
models for all the hyperedges On the other hand if there is no model even for a
single hyperedge there is denitely no such model in general
So in the rest of the paper we will use the terms cutmodel and mincutmodel
in the following sense
Denition  A graph 	VE on k vertices is a cutmodel for a unit weight hyper
edge on k vertices if the weight of any cut induced by a nonempty proper subset W
of V is equal to one
A graph 	V  DE on k d vertices is called a mincutmodel for a unit weight
hyperedge on k vertices if for every nonempty subset W of V we have that the
weight of any cut with minimum weight mincut under those separating W from
V nW is equal to one It must be zero for W  
A cut is formally a bipartition of the vertex set V  As discussed in 
 the
appropriate notion of the cut weight is the sum of the weights of those 	hyperedges
that have vertices in both parts of the partition By w	A we denote this sum where
A is one of the parts The weight of the single edge from x to y is denoted as w	xy
If A and B are two disjoint subsets of V  w	AB denotes the sum of the weights
of those 	hyperedges that have vertices in A and B So w	A  w	AV nA
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 CutModels
We start with the only positive fact concerning cutmodels Figure  shows a cut
















Beside that we have
Theorem  There is no cutmodel for k  
Proof
Suppose there is such a model and let x and y be two vertices of it then we have
w	fxg  w	fyg  w	fx yg  w	xy
On the other hand
w	fxg  w	fyg  w	fx yg  
So since x and y are chosen arbitrarily w	e   for all e  E
Obviously such a uniformly weighted clique is far from having constant cut weight
for k  
 MincutModels
To model a hyperedge on k vertices v

     v
k
 we add two sets of dummy vertices
n





     p
k
 and build a complete tripartite graph on the three sets 	cf










large positive weight P  All other edges have a small 	positive weight p Intuitively
thus every mincut is forced to cut every edge weighted by N and to avoid cutting
any of the edges weighted by P  This induces already the two parts of the mincut
Then the number of other edges cut is always the same namely half of them are
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So every such cut has weight kN  k	k  p It remains to choose the weights
such that they add up to one that the described cuts are really minimum and that
no mincut having all the v
i
s on one side has negative weight
Choosing p  k and N  	k  k gives the desired sum together with
P   this guarantees the two other properties
Let wlog the two sets to be separated by a mincut be v





     v
k
for an i  f     k  g and assume that the dummy vertices are not divided as
described above Then simple calculations show that in every case the switch of a
misplaced dummy vertex to the other part decreases the cut weight by at least p
Finally cutting o any dummy vertex from all the v
i
s cuts edges of weight at
least p so putting all the vertices together yields the minimum weight cut in this
case
An important ingredient of this construction is the use of negative weighted
edges That this is unavoidable is shown in the following
Theorem  There is no mincutmodel for k   if negative weights are not allowed
Proof
We show the theorem for k   For larger k we can partition the set V of
nondummy vertices of the assumed mincutmodel arbitrarily into four nonempty
parts This yields a model for k   by identication of all nondummy vertices of
each part
Suppose there is a mincutmodel for k   Let V  fs t x yg and let A and B
be mincuts separating fs xg from ft yg and fs yg from ft xg respectively
We will use a general property of such crossing mincuts which is well known
	cf eg 
 page  We sketch its proof for completeness
Lemma  Let A and B be two mincuts separating a vertex s from a vertex t then
A B and A   B are such stmincuts too and w	A nBB nA  
Proof
w	A  w	B  w	A  B  w	A  B  w	A nBB nA  w	A  w	B
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The equality holds since on the left and right side the same edges are cut The
inequality holds since both A  B and A   B are cuts separating s from t and all
weights are positive
The two mincuts A and B partition V   D into four subsets containing one
nondummy vertex each which we call SX Y and T  If we identify all vertices
	dummy or not in each of the four parts we get a condensed graph 	cf Figure 
where a b c d and e are the sums of the weights of the edges connecting the parts


































Next observe that A and 	V  DnB are xymincuts both so there is one edge

































By the lemma again we know that S is an stmincut and that X is an xy
mincut All of the cuts discussed so far have by assumption weight one so
b c  a d  a c  a b
yielding































As the last instrument of this proof we now construct a mincut C separating
fx yg and fs tg with the additional property that C 	 X   Y  We start with an
arbitrary mincut C
  
separating fx yg and fs tg Since C
  





 		V  D nA has weight one too But then C
 
is also an
xtmincut The same holds for A B and thus for C  C
 
	A B With these two
intersections we have shaved o the parts of C
  
contained in S and T respectively
yielding a C with the desired properties
If now in our condensed graph we split X into X n C and X  C and Y into























































Now since X  C and Y  C separate x and y respectively from all the other
real vertices their cut weights are at least one so
w	C  w	X  C  w	Y  C  
That of course is a contradiction to the minimality of C
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 Approximate MincutModelsAn Open Prob
lem
As we have seen there is no positive weighted mincutmodel for a hypergraph in
general But what can we expect below this perfect but nonexisting simulation 
We look instead for an approximate mincutmodel for unit weight hyperedges that
is as balanced as possible which means that the quotient between the largest and
the smallest weight mincut partitioning the set of real vertices is as small as possible
This is captured in the following denition
Denition  A positive weighted graph 	V   DE on k  d vertices is called ap
proximate mincutmodel for a unit weight hyperedge on k vertices if the minimum
weight of any mincut separating a proper and nonempty subset W of V from V nW
is equal to one The weight of the largest such mincut is called the balance of the
model
Lengauer 
 conjectures that cliques without any dummy vertices are the best
balanced models
Conjecture 	 There is no approximate mincutmodel having a smaller balance than
the uniformly weighted complete graph on k vertices ie every edge has weight k
and the balance is slightly more than k
Observe that eg the balance of a binary tree with unit edge weights having the
real vertices as its leafs is roughly twice as bad
From 
 and 
 we know that no approximate cutmodel 	without dummy ver
tices has a better balance than the clique
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